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S&P DJI: What do you find most appealing about factor-based investing?

John: We find factor-based investing valuable as both an asset allocation tool and a tactical 
tool. Additional factors expand the investment opportunity set by introducing unique streams 
of returns that may increase opportunities for outperformance and risk management. 
Importantly, we often see wider dispersion of returns when adding additional factors. Wider 
dispersion leads to tactical opportunities.

S&P DJI: Since it’s only a matter of time before interest rates rise, where do you see multi-
factor and multi-asset strategies fitting in that environment?

John: Multi-factor and multi-asset strategies are integral to combating not only rising rates, 
but also a wide variety of economic and market scenarios that could negatively impact 
portfolios. With the availability of additional investment factors and deeper diversification, 
investors have tools at their disposal to help reduce the potential negative impact of rising 
rates. Even within fixed income, investors now have tools to adapt exposure across the 
credit spectrum, the yield curve, and the currency spectrum. There are also a variety of tools 
available across asset classes that allow movement away from capitalization weighted asset 
allocation exposure.

S&P DJI: There are many approaches to using factor-based indices. What are some of the 
more popular ones as they relate to asset allocation? 

John: The low volatility factor and the momentum factor have gained considerable attention and 
acceptance in recent years. While these factors are sometimes viewed independently, we believe 
that there is value in evaluating these factors together. We believe that multiple factors provide 
more granular tools to better adapt to a wider variety of market conditions. Some market 
environments may favor lower volatility equities, while other market environments may favor 
momentum or higher volatility equities. 

S&P DJI: In order to properly incorporate various equity factors like momentum, low 
volatility and high yield, what steps should be taken?

John: Understanding the historical characteristics of these factors becomes essential in order 
to use them appropriately and effectively. Each factor is unlikely to react favorably in every 
market environment. Instead of viewing low volatility, momentum, and yield as independent 
panaceas for every market environment, appropriate factor investing attempts to combine 
the distinct factor with a specific role within the broader asset allocation. In fact, asset 
allocators may devise strategies to combine distinct factors within a broader allocation. For 
example, equity exposure could combine an exposure to both low volatility and momentum 
in an attempt to provide more favorable risk/return characteristics than the conventional cap 
weighted exposure. Tactical managers may attempt to move between these factors based on 
the changing market environment.
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S&P DJI: As a money manager, what do factor-based  
indices provide?

John: Factor based indices create the potential to introduce 
both unique characteristics and dispersion. For example, the 
annual spread between low volatility and high beta within the 
same asset class can be very large. This provides tremendous 
opportunity for rotation between volatility regimes. This 
was part of the genesis for the Lunt Capital High Beta Low 
Volatility Rotation Index. The wider the dispersion between 
the factors, the less precise the timing that is necessary in 
order to potentially add value. Wide dispersion across factors 
is a requirement for a sustainable tactical approach. Wide 
dispersion across factors allows a manager to profit from being 
“generally right” (achievable) rather than being specifically right 
(unlikely).

S&P DJI: From a tactical standpoint, how do you go about 
choosing the right index to capture the factors you select?

John: Exploiting factor discrepancies requires a careful study 
of how specific factors have behaved under discrete market 
environments. It also requires a humility that recognizes that 
history does not always repeat itself. Broadly speaking, factors 

typically behave as expected given the underlying economic and 
market environment. Sustainable success often stems from 
building a process that recognizes typical factor characteristics 
and behavior but also protects during the occasional but inevitable 
aberrations when the expected response does not occur.

S&P DJI: Why do you use ETFs in your factor-based approach?

John: Without ETFs, the ability and potential to benefit from 
factor-based investing would simply evaporate. ETFs make 
unique factors investable, rather than simply an academic 
exercise. A decade ago, the ETF tools were blunt instruments (a 
portfolio hammer). Now, factor-based ETFs are precision tools 
that act as a portfolio scalpel. Investors are empowered with 
tools that provide the potential to profit and protect in a wider 
spectrum of economic and market scenarios.

S&P DJI: How easy or difficult is it to use ETFs in a factor-based 
approach from a tactical perspective?

John: Factor-based ETFs have become essential tools for 
tactical strategies. As precision instruments, factor-based ETFs 
may require careful analysis and study. 
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